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The pocket-sized Star Wars Limited Edition daily diary pays homage to the iconic space saga. The

black, hard cover features silk screen images from the Star Wars franchise. The inside pages are

bespoke with themed flyleaves illustrated in 4-colour printing with character quotes. There are 400

pages of acid-free threadbound paper, an expandable inner pocket with a removable themed

address book, a ribbon bookmark and two sets of stickers. There is a new page for each day. May

the Force be With You.
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This review is for the Moleskine 2014 Daily Planner, 12 Month, Pocket, Red, Hard Cover (3.5 x

5.5).The quality is very high although only time will tell if the binding holds up for an entire year.The

cover is of a hard material rather than a flexible material and smooth to the touch. The pages are

lined and of a material that stands up to fountain pen ink (I tested using Noodler's Permanent Black

and there was no bleed through).Although listed as a "Planner" it also works very well as a daily

diary; each day has a spot for the daily temperatures and weather conditions.There is a removable

section with tabbed pages (and sheets of assorted labels) that can be used as a telephone

directory, birthday reminders, etc.There is a pocket in the back of the diary for holding small items,

such as daily receipts for fuel, meals, etc.In the front of the diary there is a section for personal data

(name, address, etc.), monthly views of 2014 and 2015, a page for travel planning and travel notes,

a world time zone chart, a flight durations page, a world telephone dialing code page, a measures

and conversions page, a page for international clothes sizes, there is a fabric ribbon for holding



one's place and an elastic ribbon for holding the diary closed.While not hand bound in top grade

cowhide this diary is nevertheless a class act and if it holds up throughout the year as Moleskine

products generally do it is a bargain at the price.Regards,Jim

I have purchased this product for about five years in a row now. I forgot that it sells out at the local

Chapters store and didn't get there in time to purchase one. I am thrilled to see one here. :) Of all

the years that I have purchased this "notebook", 2013 is the only one when the binding did not hold.

The cover separated from the rest but I tend to be very rough on it taking it in and out of my purse

all year. The cover separated in late October however the glue and sewing holding the pages

together held and I used it the entire year with no issues. The previous 4 years I had one, they held

together. I still have a couple of my old ones and they are still together. I will be purchasing this

again. This is also considerably cheaper than the price in my local Chapters store.

Great product in a friendly size. Love having the single pages to write my daily schedule, plus the

marker and elastic band to keep it together. Well-constructed with nice to touch paper, the daily

planner feels good in the hands. Love, love, love!

It's a very nice daily planner, excellent quality as all the moleskine products, but regarding the Star

Wars things it didn't fulfill my expectations.The only thing related to SW is the cover, which is

beautiful, but the rest it has nothing about it, simple sheets and 2 small sheets of stickers ( which by

the way aren't very nice)Still recommended

Usually my pocket calendar has little squares, this one has full pages. I also like to make lists to

keep myself on task, so this one is very handy and has plenty of room. I use the blank 'Sunday'

page for ideas/imaginations. It is thicker and heavier than my previous calendars, but I am already

use to it. I don't use phones or computers for notes,etc, I use paper and pencil, this is better than my

old calendars by far.

Best planner! Love the notes I can add next to my weekly calendar along with the tabbed note

section in back and place to put business cards or what ever else.

This thing is cool but a bit of a brick to carry around.I'd buy one again, but with 7 days per page

rather than a page per day.



I get one every year, and write daily on every page. Excellent binding for long term journaling.

Highly recommended, great value.
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